Abstract-In this paper, we explore data provenance in a group-centric secure collaboration environment. In collabora tions, participating organizations are likely to want certain trustworthiness on the data that are shared from other or ganizations and some assurance on how the shared data are used by users regardless of their organizations. By utilizing data provenance in group collaboration environment, we can provide the participating organizations with various provenance information that can establish trustworthiness and assurance on the shared data.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we fo cus on data provenance in inter organizational collaboration. More specifically, we utilize a group-centric collaboration environment where information is shared and created in a collaboration group. Here, the collabo ration groups are controlled by participating organizations. The participating organizations assign members and add data re sources to a group. The concept of "group-centric" sharing has been discussed in [11] . The main fo cus of [11] was in group operations such as user join/ leave and object add/remove. A more recent study in [12] fu rther discussed administrative and usage operations found in group collaboration and mainly fo cused on authorization issues of information sharing in collaboration groups that are created and administered by multiple organizations.
In such an environment, each participating organization shares its own data with other organizations in a collabo ration group. Also they may use data that are shared by other organizations. This can cause certain concerns regarding where the data came from and who influenced the data to be in the current state. Therefore, in a group collaboration environment, it is in each organization' s interest to be able to retrieve information about how and by whom a shared data object is created, modified or used in a group collaboration environment.
To achieve this, we first need to identify what kind of operation information can be and has to be captured and expressed. In this paper, we utilize the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [13] and Resource Description Framework (RDF) to properly capture and express both administrative operations and users' (group members') usage operations in a group-centric secure collaboration specified in [12] . Once captured, the provenance data can be utilized to compute some data dependencies if applicable. Such information can be retrieved by utilizing a query language. We introduce a provenance system for a group collaboration environment that utilize the GLEEN-enabled SPARQL query language to query provenance data stored in RDF triples. We further show some utilities of provenance by means of a group collaboration example.
The remainder of this paper is organized as fo llows. In section II, we discuss some characteristics and limitations of data provenance and summarize some basic aspects of OPM that are necessary to understand this paper. Section III discusses a group-centric collaboration environment and a data object versioning model that this paper is based on. In section IV we present provenance data and data object dependencies of various operations found in a group collaboration system using OPM notations. Section V includes a discussion on how the provenance data is expressed and queried in a provenance system, and then discusses some utilities of provenance by using a running example. Section VI discusses related work and section VII concludes the paper.
II. DATA PROVENANCE
In this section, we discuss some characteristics of data provenance and summarize OPM which we used to capture necessary information of operations that can be found in a group collaboration environment.
A. Some Characteristics of Data Provenance
In recent years, researchers have studied data provenance issues extensively in various computing and application envi ronments. Generally speaking, many of these studies empha size that data provenance can provide pedigree, usage tracking, versioning capability, etc. While this could be true in theory, in a real world system, some of these utilities will be more critical than others. Fundamentally, the utilities of provenance largely depend on the kinds of provenance data that are captured in a system. We believe that capturing complete provenance data for all the operations occurred in a system is neither fe asible nor necessary.
In a provenance system, while many computing operations and data dependencies can be captured by the system, there are certain data object (or node) dependencies that can be captured properly only by users' manual declaration. For example, if a user creates a new document from two existing documents, only the user herself can tell whether the newly created document is derived from any or all of the existing versions or not. While this could be done automatically by a system to a certain degree, for example, by comparing contents of these documents, there is no guarantee for the accuracy of the result since ultimately it is the user's intention that defines the dependency.
In addition, even with user's manual input, capturing a complete list of provenance data or data dependency is not likely to be possible in a system. This is largely because human memory is not capable of identifying all the source information of their ideas or creations. Consider an example where a researcher writes a scientific article with a list of citations. While the author may try as hard as possible to identify all the sources from where the ideas are derived, some ideas could be simply based on years of study and experience. Hence it is not likely to be possible to generate a complete list of data dependencies.
At the same time, capturing some information of the activ ities that occurred in a system may not provide any additional utility of provenance. For example, attribute update operations could be critical for authorization process, but capturing these operations in provenance data may not provide any additional utility. Also, we do not need to capture provenance data of all activities if they do not contribute in achieving particular goals of a provenance system. Depending on the goals of a provenance system, some activities are not necessary to be considered in the provenance system.
Having these constraints, it is our interest to identify the kinds of operations that can be and need to be captured as provenance data, how the captured provenance data can be used in a provenance system and what utilities of provenance can be achieved with the given provenance data. To properly discuss these issues, we need a specific computing application environment where a set of operations can be specified and expressed and some reasonably significant utilities of the provenance data can be identified.
B. Open Provenance Model
Recently, the aPM core specification v 1.1 has been pro posed by a group of researchers based on various requirements associated with the usage and employment of provenance in various application domains that are identified in a series of information provenance challenges [13] . The aPM provides a technology-agnostic definition of provenance.
The main concern of aPM is to represent the execution process that led to a particular state of a data object. In essence, aPM aims to capture the causality dependencies of the computing operations, data objects, and execution context between any two of such states. In an associating aPM graphical representation, there are three main types of nodes: artifact which represents a state of a data object, process which represents an operation, and agent which represents an execution context. The direct causality dependency relationships between any pair of these nodes are captured by five different types of edges: used(Role), wasGeneratedBy(Role), wasControlledBy(Role), wasTriggeredBy, and wasDerivedFrom, which altogether form a directed acyclic graph. Figure 1 demonstrates how the above nodes and edges interact in a generically captured use case. The three types of nodes are differentiated with different graphical representations: artifacts are represented by ellipses, processes by rectangles, and agents by octagons. The used(Role), wasGeneratedBy(Role) and wasControlledBy(Role) edges are used to express the system-captured relationships between the nodes. They are represented by solid lines, differentiated by the annotations on the edges. Roles are used to give additional semantics to the associated edges. The wasTriggeredBy, and wasDerivedFrom edges are represented by dashed lines. They are used to provide additional dataflow-oriented and process-oriented views of the provenance data. They may not be fully captured by the system and may require user's manual declaration in such cases. Figure 1 can be described as fo llows. The agent Ag controlled the process pI which used the artifact al to generate the new artifact a2 which was then used by the process p2. Notice the direction of the arrows specifies a causality relationship instead of a data flow. The source of the arc represents the effect while the destination represents the cause. Also, the fa ct that pI used al and generated a2 does not guarantee that a2 was derived from aI, hence that needs to be asserted with the wasDerivedFrom edge from a2 to al. The wasTriggeredBy edge in Figure  1 shows the dependency of processes. We do not utilize this kind of edge in this paper. To distinguish nodes of the same type that are captured within the same graph, OPM assigns each of the nodes a unique identifier. For example, two instances of a process that perform the same operation are differentiated by their unique identities. The usage of assigned identities is also applied to other components of OPM where distinguishability is required under the same context.
OPM is also capable of describing multiple views of the same process at different levels of abstraction within the same graph. A specific abstraction view and its associated semantics are captured in an abstract form of a series of operations which are called "accounts" in OPM. The use of accounts to provide all ranges of description between abstract and detailed levels gives the users effi cient utilizations of provenance data.
To capture the unique semantics of the operations within a particular application domain, OPM allows more detailed descriptions to be associated with the nodes and edges in the provenance graph. This is enabled through the annotation framework. The framework allows subtypes of edges to be de fined and properties of nodes to be annotated. These subtypes of edges or node dependencies are defined in an OPM profile for a specific application domain.
III. A GROUP-CENTRIC COLLABORATION ENVIRONMENT AND OBJECT VERSIONING
A. Review of a Group-centric Secure Collaboration Frame work Collaboration comes in many different forms and sizes. To fa cilitate scenarios where a well-defined collaboration group exists, the concept of a Group-Centric sharing framework was recently introduced [12] . In this inter-organizational col laboration framework, the participating organizations collab orate through an agreed structure defined as a group. In a collaboration group, organizations share resources, which are termed objects. A version control system is applied on these shared objects. Users, who are granted access, can perform collaborative work on these objects. Organizations can create as many collaboration groups as necessary.
In [12] , the administrative and operational aspects of the framework are addressed separately with two component submodels. The models are specified fo llowing the attribute based UCON model for usage control [15] . The administrative sub-model is responsible for the management of groups as well as users and objects in the collaboration groups. The set of corresponding operations include: Establish/Disband for managing the group, Join/ Disband/ Substitute for manag ing users/ admins, and Add/Remove/Export/Import/ Merge for managing objects that are shared or natively created within the groups. The usage or operational sub-model, in contrast, is concerned with the management of users' activities within the collaboration groups as well as the respective organiza tions. The set of operations corresponding to these group centric entities include: CreateRO/ CreateRW /K ill for data flow control, Read/U pdate/ Create for usage of objects/versions, and Suspend/Resume for controlling usage of objects/versions.
B. A Group Collaboration Environment fo r Data Provenance
In group-centric collaboration, in general there could be multiple organizations and these organizations could establish multiple collaboration groups for different purposes. For sim plicity, here we assume that two participating organizations orgl and org2 have established one collaboration group cgl. As identified in [12] , there are two types of operations. Administrative operations are performed to establish/disband groups together with group administrators, substitute group administrators, join/ leave group members in a group, addlre move organization data to and from a group, etc. This means provenance data includes operations not only on shared data but also on groups and users. Usage operations are performed against data objects accessed via either an organization or a collaboration group. Also, there are two types of data objects in a collaboration group. Firstly there are pre-existing data objects shared by organizations in the collaboration group, and secondly there are data objects that are natively created in the collaboration group.
We also assume, as shown in Figure 2 , that conceptually each organization fa cilitates its own provenance system which captures provenance data for usage operations against data objects managed within the organization and shared by the organization in a collaboration group as well as data objects that are natively created in the group. The provenance system also captures provenance data for administrative operations against the collaboration group, group members and data objects in the organization and in the collaboration group. I If mutually agreed, the participating organizations can query the other organization'S provenance data using the overlapping provenance data as connectors. I There can be several different ways to structure the overall provenance system in a group collaboration environment. For example, it is possible that org2 is only allowed to capture provenance data for its own user's operations or operations on their local data objects while org 1 captures as discussed above. This could make sense, for example, in case a government organization collaborates with a contracting company where the contracting company's access to provenance data is restricted by the government. Another example could be that each participating organization and shared group maintains its own provenance system. In this case, the provenance data captured and maintained by a collaboration group may need to be accessible by the participating organizations even after the collaboration group is disbanded.
C. Data Object Versioning Model
In the paper, we use the terms objects, versions and copies. We assume that one object can have multiple versions, and each version can have multiple identical copies. The versions of an object form a rooted tree structure, relating a parent version to its immediate children versions. For provenance purposes each copy (identical in content) is considered as a separate "obj ect. " Each copy of a version of an object is shown as an artifact node in the OPM graph.
IV. PROVENANCE DATA FOR GROUP-CENTRIC SECURE COLLABORATION
In order to discuss utility of provenance data, we first have to identify operations that can be performed on data objects and dependency of the data objects that are formed as a result of an operation or a set of operations. In this paper we utilize OPM notations to show these operations and data object dependencies.
As mentioned earlier, [12] identified various administrative operations on groups, administrators, regular users, and data objects as well as regular users' usage operations on data objects in a group. It is not necessary to capture all these operations in provenance data. Many of these operations are for authorization purpose and are not meaningful for prove nance. Note that how much information of an operation can be or should be captured in provenance data depends on the participating organizations' agreement and provenance system design details. Hence, there could be many variations of the general theme of this section. Also, in the system of Figure  2 the provenance data captured in orgl could be different from those captured in org2 for the same operation. Further, there could be other operations (e.g., object duplication and deletion) or the existing operations could be refined to capture richer semantics (e.g., update operation can integrate some content of another data object into the updating object). Here we mainly fo cus on the operations identified in [12] .
A. Provenance Data of Administrative Operations
In this subsection, we discuss how administrative operations identified in [12] can be expressed in OPM.
Establish(uSet, cg): Establish collaboration group eg. In general, a collaboration group is established together with a set of administrative users who represent their own organizations. While there could be multiple ways to do this depending on how participating organizations agree, we assume that one of these administrative users establishes a collaboration group on behalf of other users. 2 Figure 3a) illustrates that the establish process "wasControlledBy" (shown as an arrow labeled "e") orgl.admin and "used" (shown as arrows labeled "u") orgl.admin and org2.admin. The artifact egl "wasGeneratedBy" (shown as an arrow labeled "g") the 2We do not attempt to identity an exhaustive list of the possible scenarios for establishing a collaboration group. Rather we show a couple of possible ways how provenance data for a collaboration group establishment can be expressed using OPM and further discuss the captured provenance data. This also applies to the other operations discussed here. establish process. In other words, an administrator of an organization orgl.admin established a collaboration group egl together with two group administrators orgl.admin and org2.admin. Here, we have a subtype of wasDerivedFrom (shown in dashed arrows) named as hadAdmin to show more meaningful dependency of provenance data artifacts. The provenance data of the establish operation can be also captured in a way discussed in [12] . This is shown in Fig  ure 3c ). Here, orgl.admin created a uSet, added a set of administrative users to the uSet and then used it to establish a collaboration group egl. In addition, [12] discussed that, as shown in Figure 3d ), firstly assoe attribute of cgl was created/updated to include the participating organizations (all organizations found in uSet) and secondly participating users' egadmin attributes were updated to include egl as part of the groups they administer. While these additional updates on related attributes are discussed in [12] , these activities may not need to be captured in provenance data. This is because capturing the "establish" operation as shown Figure 3a ) might be enough to provide suffi cient provenance utility. Capturing additional details of creation/update activities on attributes may not provide any additional significant provenance utility. Specifically, Figure  3a) will be enough to identify who created the group or who Figure 3c ) and d) are just one way of conducting the details of the operation and can be subsumed in the approach shown in Figure 3a) .
Disband( uSet, cg): Disband group. The provenance data of this operation allows users to query who disbanded the collab oration group. While [12] requires agreement of all adminis trative users for this operation, provenance data only captures who actually conducted the operation and does not reflect the authorization processes. Figure 3b) shows an administrative user argl.admin who disbanded collaboration group cgl and a set of administrative users uSet. Capturing provenance data of the establish and disband operations allows users' to query pedigree and disposition of the collaboration group. This also means that the group is considered an OPM artifact.
Join/Leave(ul, u2, cg): Join/ Leave user to/ from group. 4 Suppose an administrative user ul from a participating organi zation included a user u2 as a member of collaboration group cgl. The provenance data of this operation can be expressed in OPM as shown in Figure 4a ). Here, "join/leave" operation processes were controlled by ul and used u2 and cgl, and a new cgl was generated from the "join/leave" processes. In [12] , a necessary update activity on the attribute ucg of u2 is captured to reflect the fa ct that the user is now a member of cgl (see Figure 4b) ) . However, as similarly discussed in the establish operation above, this update can be seen as one of multiple ways of performing the "join/leave" operations. For example, instead of using the ucg attribute of a user, we can utilize the ucg' attribute of cg 1 to capture all the group members. Therefore, Figure 4b ) can be subsumed in 3 Further, note that provenance data can also capture various contextual information (e.g., timestamp, location, computing platform, etc.) to provide additional utility. In this paper, we do not consider such contextual information since it can be simply added to provenance data without worrying about data flow or node dependency. 4 Although join and leave operations are shown in a single process in Figure 4 for convenience, they are two separate operations and occurrence of each operation should be captured by a separate process. Figure 4a ). In the Figure 4a ), two subtypes of "wasDerivedFram" named "hadJainedCgMember" and "hadLeftCgMember" were introduced to capture the dependencies of provenance data artifacts. Add(u, 0, v, arg, cg, ): Add object version from org to group. The add operation creates a copy of an object version fr om an organization to a collaboration group. In Figure Sa) , ul added a copy of an object argl .alvl from an organization argl to a group cgl. A subtype of "wasDerivedFram" named "wasCapyO 1" is identified to show a node dependency. Here, argl is used as a source entity and cgl is used as a target entity. While both source and target entities are captured here, if this provenance data is captured by argl , the source entity information may not need to be captured since it is always argl . However, if this provenance data is captured by organizations other than the source entity, say arg2 , the provenance data in arg2 will need to include both the source and target entities information. While the source organization information could be found in source data object, we do not assume that this is always the case. Hence the source entity information is shown explicitly in the OPM diagram.
Remove(u, 0, v, cg): Remove object version from group. The remove operation deletes a copy of an object version from the entity where it is located. In Figure Sb) , ul removed cgl .alvl from cgl.
Substitute(ul, u2, cg): Substitute group admin. The substitute operation removes an existing administrative user and add another administrative user in a collaboration group. In Figure 6a ), ul substituted herself with u2 as an administrative user in cgl. The roles of these used edges are captured in u(role) format. In Figure 6a ), cg1, u1 and u2 are used with roles adminGroup, removedAdmin and addedAdmin, respectively. Two subtypes of "wasDerivedFrom" named "hadRemovedAdmin"
and "hadAddedAdmin" are identified to show the node dependencies. The OPM diagram also shows a generic "wasDerivedFrom" arrow to capture dependency between the previous and current state of cgl. Import(u, 01, vI, 02, cg, org): Import a version from group to organization. The import operation copies a version of an object that was natively created in a collaboration group into an organization. In Figure 6b ), an object version cgl.o1v1 was copied from cg1 to an organization org1 and named as orgl.02vl. While orgl.02v1 is an exact copy of cgl.o1v1, orgl.02v1 is treated as a new object. The "wasCopyO 1" shown in Figure 6b ) shows the dependency of the two data ob jects. While these two copies are considered different objects and cannot be connected in a version control system, using the dependency arrow wasCopyO j, users in a collaboration group or in an organization can trace the usage information of a particular object version that are imported to another orga nization even if the user does not belong to the organization. While [12] discusses "export" operation to capture the fa ct that all the administrative users should agree to make an object version exportable, this operation is identified for authorization purpose, hence not included in this paper.
Similar to the add operation, provenance data for the import operation may or may not include the source entity information depending on whether the organization of the provenance system is the one who performed the operation or not.
Merge (uSet,cg,o,v,org) : Merge a version fr om group to organization. The merge operation creates a newer object ver sion of an existing object in an organization. This new version created in the organization is a copy of an object version that is created in a collaboration group as a result of the update operation on a version of the object that is previously add ed from the organization to the group. (Additional details on the update operation will be discussed in the next subsection. )
The merge operation needs some precedent operations that should have occurred in advance. At least one add operation and then one update operation on the added version are necessary to perform a merge operation on the updated version. In Figure 7 , orgl.o1v1 was added to cg1 then the added version cgl.02v1 was updated in cgl.02v2 which then is merged back into the original organization org1 as a new version of orgl.o1v1 shown as orgl.o1v4. Here, the new version orgl.o1v4 is an exact same copy of cgl.02v2.5 Figure  7 shows that in the merge operation, cg1 was used as a source entity (shown as u(se)) and org1 was used as a target entity (shown as u(te)). Two subtypes of "wasDerivedFrom" named "wasCopyOj" and "wasNewVersionOj" are used to show the dependencies of object artifacts. Having the dependency of data objects allows users to trace information flow and usage history on the various versions of a particular object as well as copies of the versions. For simplicity, agent nodes for add, update and merge operation processes are omitted in Figure 7 though every process needs an agent.
B. Provenance Data of User's Usage Operations
In this section, we discuss provenance data of user's usage operations identified in [12] . [12] assumes that a user repre sents a human who creates a subj ect in a system and a subj ect exercises operations on behalf of the user. While user-subject distinction is critical for information flow control in group collaboration setting, provenance data only capture operation events that already occurred in a system and does not worry about how the operations are authorized. Therefore, though we use subjects as agents who controlled operations (as shown in Figure 8 ) , this is not necessarily critical in this paper.
Read(s, 0, v, entity): Read an object version. The read operation occurred on an object version by a subj ect in an entity. Entity information is captured if an object version is read in a collaboration group since there could be multiple groups in a single provenance system. Provenance data of read operation against an imported or merged object in an organization is not likely to be captured by a provenance sys tem of another organization. However it may need to be traced by another organization since the data object may have been S Note that the merge operation creates an exact copy of an object version in the collaboration group into an existing version tree in the organization where the original version in the collaboration group is added from. This is different fr om merging two versions fo und in a same version tree of an object within an organization. While the latter could be useful, we do not consider this kind of "content merge" operation. For example, if orgl.olvl was updated within orgl after it was added to cgl, orgl.olv4 is still a new version of orgl.olvl but not a new version of the updated version of orgl.olvl. or updated earlier by the tracing organization. For this, provenance data needs to include source entity information. This applies to both update and create operations discussed below.
Update(s, 0, v, entity): Update an object version. Similar to the read operation, the update operation occurred on an object version by a subj ect in an entity but creates a new version. In Figure 8b ), cgl.olvl was updated and a new version cgl.olv2 was created. In the diagram, two subtypes of "wasDerivedFrom" named wasN ewV ersionO f and wasU pdatedI n were identified to show the node dependen cies. Note that, in the merge operation diagram (Figure 7) , the entity node and wasU pdatedI n arrow are not shown for simplicity.
Create(s, 0, entity): Create an object. The create operation creates a data object in an entity. This is an initial version of the object. In Figure 8c ), cgl.olvl was created in cgl hence cgl.olvl has a wasCreatedln edge to cgl.
In addition to these three operations, [12] identified createRO and createRW operations as well as kill, suspend and resume operations. These operations are not discussed in this paper since they are identified mainly for authorization and information flow control purposes.
V. A PROVENANCE SYSTEM FOR GROUP-CENTRIC SECURE COLLABORATION
In this section we describe how to express provenance data using Resource Description Framework (RDF) data represen tation [10] and show how the node dependencies and roles identified in the previous section can be stored in an OPM profile for group collaboration. We further discuss the query expression of the provenance system and then show three query examples to show some utilities of provenance data in group collaboration environment.
A. Provenance Data Expressions
We utilize the RDF data representation to express the provenance data for group collaboration since RDF sup ports a directed graph structure. The list that we identify in this section is not exhaustive. Specifically, we present the subtypes of wasDerivedFrom and the roles of used and wasGeneratedBy in triples.
As discussed earlier, OPM identified five basic causal edges between three node types of artifact, process and agent. They are expressed in RDF representation as fo llows.
<opm:process> <opm:used> <opm: art ifact> < opm :artifact> < opm :wasGeneratedBy > < opm :process:::: < opm :process> < opm :wasControlledBy> < opm :agent> < opm :process> < opm :wasTriggeredBy > < opm :process:::: < opm : artifact> < opm:wasDerivedFrom > < opm:artifact> In addition to this, OPM introduced a notion of an OPM profile to specify a specialized OPM for different application domains. In the previous section, we identified several subtypes of "wasDerivedFrom" edges to add more semantics on the node dependencies so that more meaningful queries can be available to users. These subtypes for group collaboration provenance (gcp) are listed below. Using these triples, one can express the node dependencies identified in the previous section. Once stored as provenance data, these triples can be queried to construct a subset of the provenance graph that meets the querying criteria. For example one can find all the previous versions that show where an object version is coming from. As identified in the OPM standard [13] , a role designates an artifact' s or agent' s function in a process so it can be differentiated among several use, generation, or controlling relations. The fo llowing is the list of triples that specifies various roles of used (or u in short) and wasGeneratedBy (or 9 in short) edges that can be found in a group collaboration environment. While the provenance data for the operations in a group centric collaboration can be expressed in the forms of the above listed triples, not all operation information is expressed in the above list. It is not our goal to identify a complete list of these triples. Rather we show what kind of roles can be identified for those operations discussed in the previous section so they can be used to specify query statements. Also note that some of these roles are not specified in the OPM diagram for simplicity.
B. Query Expressions
Having the above subtype and role triples defined in an OPM profile and having provenance data which are stored in triples as described in the OPM profile, one can utilize SPARQL [16] (a standard query language for RDF) to query provenance information by stating a consecutive path of specific triple types of subject, predicate, and object in WHERE clause. For example, consider the fo llowing SPARQL query statement.
SELECT 7 ver WHERE { gcp: cgl_02v2 gcp: wasCopyOf 70bj . 70bj gcp: wasNewVersionOf 7ver .} Here, using the gcp : wasCopyO f predicate, the query finds the original object of cgLo2v2 in a source entity. Then it finds the previous version of the original object in the source entity. The "7" symbol in front of a character sting denotes a variable.
However, this approach is not ideal to express recursive path patterns. For example, in the above query statement, if we want to specify the query so it can capture all the previous versions, it is not practical to list all the possible combinations in the query statement. To address issue, [7 ] developed the GLEEN path expression library as a plugin for the ARQ query engine. ARQ is a query engine for Jena, a semantic web framework for Java which supports the SPARQL RDF query language [1]. The ARQ engine provides a property fu nction in which a custom triple matching function can be used in the predicate position instead of using a uniquely identified ontology property that is found in standard SPARQL. In this paper, we utilize the SPARQL query language together with the GLEEN OnPath property function to express regular expression-based path patterns in a query.6 This kind of path patterns are necessary to build a query template for certain types of user inquiries so the templates can be used to generate actual query statements on the fly whenever a user's inquiry is placed. The syntax of GLEEN OnPath property function is structured as fo llows: subj ect gleen:OnPath (pathExpression object)
Here, the subj ect and object may be either the URI (i.e gcp:olvl) or a variable (i.e. 7agent). The path expression is a collection of representations of "opm" and "gcp" edges. GLEEN supports the fo llowing regular expression: operators '7' (zero or one), ,*, (zero or more), '+' (one or more), ' I ' (alternation), and 'I' (concatenation).
Using regular expression based path patterns, this GLEEN query expression can be used to create all the direct and indirect, further abstracted node dependencies at the time operation information is captured as provenance data. For example, when a merge operation occurred, a triple of direct node dependency that includes wasCopyO f can be identified using a standard SPARQL query. At the same time, all the indirect (or fu rther abstracted) node dependencies (also called accounts in OPM) from the target object node can be identified by utilizing the GLEEN OnPath fu nction with the regular expression based path patterns that are mapped to the subtypes of wasDerivedFrom. Having these abstracted OPM accounts identified, user inquiries on provenance information can rely on the standard SPARQL query language without using any regular expression based path pattern in the query statement.
Another way to support provenance information retrieval is that node dependencies of a target object can be computed on the fly at the time of a user inquiry on provenance information. This approach does not require building all the identifiable direct and indirect node dependencies. However the node dependencies of a target object need to be computed which can be done using the GLEEN OnPath function together with Here, if inquiries on provenance information occurred more frequently than the conducting operations that need to be captured as provenance data, the first approach could be more effi cient than the second approach.
C. Query Examples
In this subsection, we utilize a provenance graph shown in Figure 9 as a running example. The example shows operations occurred in both orgl and cgl. The OPM diagram for the running example does not show the agent nodes and edges from them for simplicity. We assume that a query can access the provenance data of both orgl and cgl.
Using the running example, we create three provenance data retrieval cases to show how queries can be constructed and what kind of node dependencies and roles in the OPM profile are used for the queries. These provenance data retrievals will show some possible utilities of provenance data in group collaboration system environment. In particular, the provenance data of operations occurred in multiple entities can be accessed to support an organization' s traceability of shared object that are located in different entities. For example, while versioning systems cannot relate objects in different entities, by using provenance data this can be easily achieved. Note that it is not our goal to identify all the possible utilities of provenance system in a group collaboration environment. This query is to identify the very initial version of an object version and whether it is created in the current group or added from an organization. This is done by first finding itself and all the previous versions (cgl.o2v3, cgl.o2v2, cgl.o2vl) and then identifying one that is either created or added. This will return cgl.o2vl since it was derived from an add process. This query is to find out all the users who influenced a current object version within an entity. This may not identify all the versions of the same object. This is because if a different version (orgl.olv3) is created fr om a previous version (orgl.olvl) of the target object version (orgl.olv2), this query statement will only return orgl.olv2 and orgl.olvl but not orgl.olv3. We think this is acceptable since orgl.olv3 did not influence orgl.olv2. This query is to verify users who may have influenced (including update and create) an object content regardless of the fa ct that whether the influence is done on a version of the same object or a version of a copied object of the object. This is particularly useful since the query finds all the users even if they influenced the object in a different entity.
VI. RELATED WORK
Data provenance can be utilized in many different ways depending on the characteristic of a particular application domain within which the provenance is captured. For instance, identifying the source of a piece of data and its connection to other pieces in curated database [3] and the usage of provenance for reproducibility of workflow in Semantic Web [8] is a significant provenance utility in such domains. The group-centric secure collaboration we study in this paper is different from previously studied domains. Within this collaboration domain, we describe a provenance system that is able to capture and express data provenance that can be beneficially utilized.
The design for capturing provenance in the form of causal dependencies allows OPM to be employed in various different systems. Previous proposals for provenance models in [2] , [3] , [6] , [9] are constrained to specific domains with different forms and purposes. [14] proposes a XACML-based access control policy language for data provenance requirements. [5] extend the language in [14] but instead choose OPM for the capability to use RDF and SPARQL with GLEEN-API for the data provenance of medical records. In this paper, we adapt OPM and RDF representation and SPARQL with GLEEN-API queries to demonstrate certain provenance utilities in group collaboration environment.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed what kind of operations can be and need to be captured as provenance data in group collaboration environment. We then showed how we can express such provenance data in RDF triples so it can be retrieved by utilizing a regular expression based path patterns in the GLEEN-enabled SPARQL query language. We further showed some utilities of data provenance in a group collab oration environment using a sample example. While this is our initial step toward data provenance security and utility in group-centric collaboration, we believe this paper captured the necessary provenance data and querying mechanisms to support some utilities for the secure group collaboration. We anticipate fu rther enhancements on this line of work for more secure and trustworthy group collaboration.
